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Chapter 1 : Serendipity Green Collection | calendrierdelascience.com
Small town life can be more complicated than one might think, and Serendipity Green is a testimony to that fact. Of
course, what makes life complicated is always those who live it, and the people who live in Tuttwyler, Ohio, are quirky,
complicated, funny/odd, endearing, frustrating, nutz and oh-s0-real.

Gazebo dripping with gingerbread. Leafy streets lined with big white houses. William Aitchbone is chairman
of the Squaw Days Committee. You can bet on that! But Bill Aitchbone has to tread carefully. Howie, after
all, is the illegitimate son of local war hero Artie Brown. Howie finally does paint his house. But not white
like all the others. He paints it the most obnoxious shade of green imaginable. Before going off the deep end,
he created different shades of black! Determined to make "Serendipity Green" the most popular color ever. It
is irreverent and iconoclastic and simply irresistible. Customer Book Reviews Very funny, but thoughtful
book A Customer on Nov 03, It is magical when you have a book that is both funny and thought provoking at
the same time. The funny-side of the surface is easy to see: But more importantly, the little town in Ohio is
just a symbol of the whole world. Levandoski parodies the way we all try to give our lives bigger meanings by
giving little petty things more importance than they really deserve. You can laugh at the pettiness and
weirdness of the characters in this small town, but when you look more carefully you see that you know many
people like them and we also do some of the things that they do! We are really them, with their foolishness
and snobbishness, etc, etc. The Persian psychiatrist is hilarious. He is caught between two irreconcilable
worlds and he must have his head examined, regularly, if possible! But, he might also be right thinking that
our angst is all due to the fact that America is still a very young and naive country. I strongly recommend this
funny, funny book. It can be read quickly and you cannot put it down. Enjoy it since this sort of book only
comes once is a long while! This is a great book. It rings true on small-town life, politics, and "civil
engagement" with a blend of humor both subtle and broad. While insightful, the examination of life in the
small town is not mean or benevolent. Some of the chief players at first look familiar--the sluggish town
handyman, a truth-seeking librarian, the self-absorbed politician. But as the story unfolds, they are revealed to
be anything but simple. The story moves along rapidly, full of the kind of bizzare happenings that define a
"normal" American community. This is a funny, interesting book, definitely worth your time. The characters
were fully-developed and sympathetic, and the plot zany but somehow believable. I look forward to reading
Mr. The book is full of typos. The author should take his business elsewhere, and the Permanent Press should
be ashamed and hire an editor! By the way, the Press has a website but no e-mail address. Teaches us how to
write! As for "Serendipity Green," the prose is charming, the pacing is smooth, the humor is ironic without
being forced or contrived, and his characters come so alive that they leap off the page. My favorite character is
the Iranian psychiatrist, who, though not the central character, gives the reader a brilliant turn. In sum,
"Serendipity Green" is a joy to read and a must for any serious observer of American popular culture. A witty,
imaginative, enjoyable satirical romp. Slope, and the odd couple of Howie Dornick and Katherine Hardihood,
two painfully plain middle-aged wallflowers who find each other through their mutual loathing of D. The end,
as a result, seems rushed and not quite all it could be. Up to that point, however, the book is a delight, and
Serendipity Green is still must reading for anyone who likes a good, funny book that is ever so lightly tinged
with arsenic. A fast-paced satire on small-town life By Jeffrey Jotz on Sep 06, Set in a Mayberry-like
midwestern small town that was rapidly transforming or deteriorating as some may argue under the pressures
of suburban sprawl, Levandoski gleefully skewers historical preservationists, local politicians, New York artsy
types, and others with his humorous and easy-to-follow writing style. The author creates a wonderfully rich
parade of colorful characters who come together with edginess, satire and, of course, some pretty zany antics. I
spent time in the heat of local politics, and Levandoski masterfully captures the petty arguing, ego trips and
power brokering that goes on in town halls across the nation. It is the strongest element of his book. The book
kept my wife and I talking for days about the plot developments and who we would cast as each character if
we were making this book into a film! Having grown up in a town like Tuttwyler, I feel as though I knew each
of these characters, and they all rang true. You will never look at anything green again without thinking of
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Serendipity Green. I may use the recipe and see if I can come up with the color! Levandoski weaves another
Heartland gothic masterpiece! A Customer on May 13, Levandoski has noisily dashed into the pantheon of
great modern American novelists, manifest in his latest taking of the pulse of the Heartland. His characters are
singularly striking, his dialogue is piquant and his narration drips with irreverent irony and delicious
description. Levandoski is a genius! Great for reading oneself to sleep on Kindle. I agree the proofreading
leaves much to be desired, though I have seen worse. Add a Book Review Book Summary: The title of this
book is Serendipity Green and it was written by Rob Levandoski. This particular edition is in a Hardcover
format. It was published by Permanent Press and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the
lowest price, Click Here.
Chapter 2 : Serendipity Green Quilt Bedding from C&F
Comtemporary, clean, green and white beddding., Get Our Newsletter. Keep up-to-date with our latest products and
savings.

Chapter 3 : Serendipity Green by Rob Levandoski
A pinch of Sinclair Lewis, a dash of Garrison Keillor, garnishes of Thurber and Twain and Dave Barry, with just a hint of
Swift and Waugh: that is the recipe that Rob Levandoski concocts in Serendipity Green, and it is as darkly delicious as
devil's food.

Chapter 4 : Serendipity Green Quilt & Bedding by C&F Enterprises
Serendipity Green is an ultra fine deluxe cotton, cotton filled, prewashed, luxury oversized quilt and keeps good
company with coordinating Hampton White matelesse.

Chapter 5 : Serendipity Green by Rob Levandoski ()
Serendipity Green by C&F Quilts * Pricing and Sizing listed under photo Vivid and Bold. Serendipity Green will liven up
any bedroom. The lovely main print is complimented with green lattice accenting.

Chapter 6 : Serendipity Singers | Biography & History | AllMusic
Read "Serendipity Green" by Rob Levandoski with Rakuten Kobo. Tuttwyler, Ohio, is the perfect Midwestern town.
Beautiful square. Gazebo dripping with gingerbread.

Chapter 7 : Serendipity Green by C&F Quilts - calendrierdelascience.com
Serendipity Green is the author of Ø¹Ø´Ù‚ Ø§Ù„Ø³Ù„Ø§Ø·ÙŠÙ† ( avg rating, 23 ratings, 1 review) and Ù„Ø£Ø¬Ù„
ØØ¨Ùƒ ( avg rating, 6 ratings, 0 reviews, published ).

Chapter 8 : Serendipity Green (Author of Ø¹Ø´Ù‚ Ø§Ù„Ø³Ù„Ø§Ø·ÙŠÙ†)
Serendipity: A Catering Company Born Green. We believe in reducing our carbon footprint as much as possible as a
catering company. We are Certifiably Green Denver and maintain the highest standards necessary to run a meaningful
company.

Chapter 9 : Home - Green Serendipity
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As for "Serendipity Green," the prose is charming, the pacing is smooth, the humor is ironic without being forced or
contrived, and his characters come so alive that they leap off the page. My favorite character is the Iranian psychiatrist,
who, though not the central character, gives the reader a brilliant turn.
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